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Silences Furniture & Accessories

IT High-end vibration dissipation furniture combining top performance with pleasing aesthetics

38mm Multiplex beach wood based layered with mat black finish - Finger marks free material

Pre equipped with holes and M6 inserts to receive the accessories of your choice

The IT-x sits on a 3 point basis for the best stability

The IT-Dx sits on a 5 point basis to expand its foot print

Back of the side panels receive a 30° slice cut to ease the move

IT-x IT-3 - W600mm x D550mm x 524mm Height* 2.990 €          

Bottom shelf has an inner space of 195mm for Amplifiers

Medium shelf has an inner space of 135mm for Streamers/CD/Preamplifiers…

Top shelf marks the third shelf

One additionnal shelf of 135mm (IT-5/6/7 Max) 750 €            

One additionnal shelf of 195mm (IT-5/6/7 Max) 1.050 €          

One additionnal shelf of 270mm (IT-5/6/7 Max) 1.450 €          

Shelf innerspace adaptation On request

IT-Dx IT-D3 - W1200mm x D550mm x 524mm Height*, ** 4.750 €          

Bottom shelf has an inner space of 195mm for Amplifiers

Medium shelf has an inner space of 135mm for Streamers/CD/Preamplifiers…

Top shelf marks the third shelf

One additionnal shelf of 135mm (IT-5/6/7 Max) 1.450 €          

One additionnal shelf of 195mm (IT-5/6/7 Max) 1.950 €          

Shelf innerspace adaptation On request

IT-Guide Cable managment guides + 3 screws + 3 straps - Per unit - Not mounted 35 €              

IT-Hole Holes in a shelf for NEODIO B1/B2 + M6 insert - Per unit 79 €              

IT-Spike M6 Spikes + Skeets - Per piece 42 €              

IT-Roll Inox rolling balls for easy translation and single point touch - Per piece 89 €              

Neodio B2 + M6 inserts - Per piece*** 207 €            

SoundKaos Vibra 68 Carbon + M6 inserts - Per piece*** 360 €            

* Standard dimensions, custom size available under request

** Max height is 600mm, please ask for any specific request.

*** NEODIO & SOUNDKAOS products maybe seen from the side as they are wider than the side panel by 15mm

being custom made we can always discuss a solution to hide it if you want it to be so.

BEWARE THAT THIS FURNITURE CAN EASILY EXCEED 100KG
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IT - Solo High-end vibration dissipation shelf combining top performance with pleasing aesthetics

38mm Multiplex beach wood based layered with mat black finish - Finger marks free material

Pre equipped with 3 Neodio B2 / Soundkaos Vibra68 holes and M6 inserts.

The IT Solo - x sits on a 3 point basis for the best stability

IT Solo - S Small : W470mm x D420mm x 38mm Thick - 60kg 490 €            

IT Solo - M Medium: W520mm x D470mm x 38mm Thick - 60kg 650 €            

IT Solo - L Large: W610mm x D560mm x 38mm Thick - 60kg 1.140 €          

IT Solo - x Custom size On request

Accessories

IT-Hole Holes in a shelf for NEODIO B1/B2 + M6 insert - Per unit 3 included

IT-Spike M6 Spikes + Skeets - Per piece 42 €              

Neodio B2 + M6 inserts - Per piece*** 207 €            

SoundKaos Vibra 68 Carbon + M6 inserts - Per piece*** - RECOMMENDED 360 €            
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